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NEWS IN BRIEF
OPENWORKS ENGINEERING’S ROUND UP OF NEWS, UPDATES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A NOTE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR, CHRIS DOWN

PRODUCTION PROGRESS

SKYWALL100 DELIVERIES
AND SKYWALL300
SkyWall100 has now been independently verified and further systems
have been delivered to end users in Europe, North America and Asia.
OpenWorks has continued to provide high-quality operator training and
support further operational deployments and evaluations.
A step change in SkyWall capability will be demonstrated soon.
SkyWall300 is due to participate in operational test and evaluation
events in early 2018.

“We are proud of the continued
growing operational use of
SkyWall100. Launching the longawaited SkyWall300 demonstrator at
DSEI 2017 was a key milestone and
development has continued at pace
since.”
CHRIS DOWN, MANAGING DIRECTOR

Another batch of SkyWall100 systems is progressing through
production and the OpenWorks manufacturing team has
continued to provide high quality product to meet exacting
specifications.
Ongoing product support continues to be a focus and the projectile
resetting facility has successfully supported a high quantity of SP40
projectile resets during test and evaluation activities.

LATEST NEWS:

SKYWALL300
DEMONSTRATIONS
Excitement around SkyWall300 has been huge since its launch
earlier this year. The demonstrator system is in the final stages
of development and is already being scheduled into a number of
evaluations in early 2018.
SkyWall300 can be integrated with different types of drone
detection. The target’s approximate position is provided to
the SkyWall tracking unit to enable it to take aim and capture
autonomously. This completely automatic and integrated net
capture capability will be demonstrated in summer 2018.

TEST & EVALUATION WITH LEADING UK AUTHORITIES

CAPABILITY INDEPENDENTLY
VERIFIED
SkyWall100 has now been tested by several end-user groups to assess
the system’s effectiveness in a range of scenarios. Technology and
human factors have been characterised during evaluations in the latter
half of 2017.
SkyWall100 has been used by both OpenWorks and end user operators
and has shown a high capture rate and safe takedown of a large number
of drone threats during testing.

US NAVAL WAR COLLEGE - OCTOBER

OTHER NEWS

SKYWALL100
DEMONSTRATIONS

To help continue the fast-paced development progress,
OpenWorks has expanded its resource with the addition
of four new faces joining the already dynamic team.
The new team members will help OpenWorks support
existing SkyWall100 users as well as bring new ideas and
experience to the design projects.

OpenWorks visited the US Naval War
College in Newport, RI, to demonstrate
how effective SkyWall net capture is at
countering small low flying drone threats.
A series of drone flights were conducted,
after each capture, the target drone was
untangled from the net and used for the
next set of flights.
Further demonstrations have been
provided in North America, Europe and
Asia.

Alongside developments like SkyWall300, the engineering
team continue to develop additional upgrade packages and
support end-user testing.
A “net only” projectile is currently being tested, called the
SP10. It will have an even bigger net than currently being
used in the SP40. It will offer an increased capture rate to
those operators not interested in controlling the descent
of the captured drone.

TRAINING IN THE US - MAY

SKYWALL100 OPERATOR
TRAINING
OpenWorks has continued to provide high quality
operator training courses. Training has been delivered
in the UK and at end-users facilities in North America.
SkyWall100 operator training consists of classroom
and field lessons. Trainees learn the basic operation
of the system before running through scenario-based
drills to gain proficiency and confidence in the system
and their ability. Training can be completed in as little
as two days with no prior experience needed.

DSEI 2017 – SKYWALL300 LAUNCH

UPCOMING EVENT:

SKYWALL100 WILL
BE ON DISPLAY IN
LONDON
13TH – 14TH DEC 2017
OpenWorks joined forces with Antmicro, a specialist engineering company
based in Poznan, Poland, to exhibit intelligent systems for defence at DSEI
2017.
The two companies are working together to combine the unique SkyWall
technology with Antmicro’s cutting-edge computer vision, artificial
intelligence and embedded systems capability.

READ MORE AT OPENWORKSENGINEERING.COM/NEWS

STAMFORD BRIDGE, CHELSEA
FOOTBALL CLUB STADIUM
Please come and visit us at the Counter UAS
Conference this December as we exhibit our
SkyWall systems

